
Call for 2 ESC Volunteers
Feb - Dec 2024, AVILÉS YOUTH SERVICE, ASTURIAS, SPAIN

AVILÉS DIVERSE

europaaqui.org



Age: 18-30

Able to communicate in English or/and Spanish

Interested in working with young people with fewer
opportunities and sharing with them skills & hobbies

Previous knowledge in some of the following topics will be
very welcome: social media and copywriting, graphic
design, non formal education, language teaching,
european programmes.

Accomodation and work place are accesible for people
with reduced mobility

europaaqui.org

volunteers profile



EUROPA AQUÍ (European Mobility Office)

TÚ PROPONES (Free time activities for/by young people)

RADIADORA (Internet Radio made by young people)

TRANSIT (Project for NEET and young people at risk of
early school drop-out)

Volunteers will support the different projects run by Avilés
Municipality for/with young people:
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aviLÉS YOUTH SERVICE



To coordinate conversation groups on foreign languages
for young people.
To support the designing and facilitation of activities
for/by young people.
To help promote Erasmus+ and European Solidarity Corps
in Avilés.
To help promote the activities through our social media
channels, design of posters, materials, etc.
To develop their own personal projects connected to their
hobbies/abilities.

These are some examples of the tasks to be developed by the
volunteers:
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PROJECT TASKS



ACCOMODATION
Volunteers will live in a municipal hostel located in the same
building as the office. Each volunteer will have a private
bedroom and will share kitchen, laundry room and living room
with participants from other programmes.

TRAVEL COSTS
Volunteers will receive a contribution to the travel costs from
their place of origin to the venue of the activity and return,
based on the travel distance per participant (calculated using
the distance calculator supported by the European
Commission).

POCKET AND FOOD MONEY
Volunteers will receive 6€ a day for food and 5€ a day as
pocket money
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PRactical issues



If you want to be part of the selection proccess, please send
us your CV in .pdf + a motivation letter in .pdf to
europaqui@gmail.com answering the following questions:

1. What is your main motivation to apply for this vacancy?
2. What do you expect to gain from this experience?
3. How do you think you can contribute to our project?
4. If you were chosen, what would you enjoy the most doing?
And the least?
5. Contact details of your sending organisation. 

The deadline to apply is the 30th of November. After then, we
will contact the preselected candidates for an interview
through Skype.
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HOW TO APPLY


